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Abstract
Understanding unwantedmutual interactions between devices at the nanoscale is crucial for the study
of the electromagnetic compatibility in nanoelectronic and nanophotonic systems. Anomalous
electromagnetic coupling (crosstalk) between nanodevicesmay arise from the combination of
electromagnetic interaction and quantum entanglement. In this paper we study in detail the crosstalk
between two identical nanodevices, each consisting of a quantumemitter (atom, quantumdot, etc),
capacitively coupled to a pair of nanoelectrodes. Using the generalized susceptibility concept, the
overall system ismodeled as a two-port within the framework of the electrical circuit theory and it is
characterized by the admittancematrix.We show that the entanglement changes dramatically the
physical picture of the electromagnetic crosstalk. In particular, the excitation produced in one of the
portsmay be redistributed in equal parts between both the ports, in spite of the rather small
electromagnetic interactions. Such an anomalous crosstalk is expected to appear at optical frequencies
in lateral GaAs double quantumdots. A possible experimental set up is also discussed. The classical
concepts of interference in the operation of electronic devices, which have been known since the early
days of radio-communications and are associatedwith electromagnetic compatibility, should then be
reconsidered at the nanoscale.

1. Introduction

The idea of quantum entanglement appears in two famous paradoxes of quantum theory (Schrödinger’s cat
paradox [1] and the paradox of Einstein–Podolsky–Rosen [2]). Formany years entanglement was of special
interest in the context of experimental studies aimed at proving the completeness of quantummechanics and the
feasibility of quantummeasurements [3]. Dicke introduced in 1954 the concept of super-radiance [4], which
involves the collective states, currently known asDicke-states. These states turned out to be highly entangled.
Scully and co-workers focused on the problemof a single photon stored in a dense cloud of atomswhose linear
dimensions are large comparedwith thewavelength of light [5–13]. The atoms in various positions are excited at
differentmoments in time (Dicke-states timing) and the usual picture of super-radiance is no longer valid due to
the photonic delay. In this case, peculiar features of the cooperatively emitted radiation have been predicted. In
particular, a single photon absorbed by a cloud ofN atoms is followed by a spontaneous emission in the same
direction [6]. Another importantmechanism corresponds to the presence of two excited atoms inside the cloud
and one virtual photonwith ‘negative’ energy [5]. As shown in [5], the virtual photons produce a collective
Lamb-shift, which has been experimentally observed in [14, 15]. A recent step forwardwas taken in [13], where
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some distinctive properties of super-radiance in the lattices have been predicted. This gave birth towhat is
known today as ‘correlated spontaneous emission’. This effect was proposed as a basis for operation of some
types of quantumoptical nanoantennas [16, 17].

The present-day developments in nanotechnologiesmake entanglement phenomena relevant for the proper
operation of nanoelectronic devices and systems. Recently, quantum entanglement was identified to be a very
useful tool facilitating the growth in the level of integration and the reduction of the operation power in
nanoelectronics and nano-optics. Among the promising devices based on entanglement are quantumqubits of
various types [18–21] and quantumamplification by superradiant emission of radiation (QASERs) [22].

On the other hand, this trend enhances the role of the dense and highly integrated environment in the
behavior of individual nanodevices. Similar problems, associatedwith Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC),
have been known since the early days of radio-communications, where ‘unwanted’ generation of
electromagnetic fields causes interference in electrical and electronic devices [23–25]. Such electromagnetic
coupling is associatedwith crosstalk—amutual interaction among neighboring devices via nearfield
penetration fromone to another—is probably themost notablemanifestation of such an interference [23–25].
Citing [24]: ‘This essentially refers to the unintended electromagnetic coupling betweenwires and printed circuit
boards (PCB) lands that are in close proximity. Crosstalk is distinguished from antenna coupling in that it is a
near-field coupling problem. Crosstalk betweenwires in cables or between lands on PCBs concerns the
intrasystem interference performance of the product; that is, the source of the electromagnetic emission and the
receptor of this emission are within the same system’.

The progress in nanoelectronics is accompanied by a general trend towards the application of radio-
communication principles to the optical frequency range, and thus intricatemechanisms of interference emerge
on the nanoscale [26–28]. In fact, lumped electric circuits and segments of single-mode transmission lines
became commonly used elements in high-frequency applications, including optical devices [29, 30]. Optical
coherent sources are characterized by overlapping frequency spectra, which contribute to often undesirable
mutual interactions that can be classified as one of the types of optical EMCproblems [31–37]. Another type of
EMCproblem appears when different types of nanoantennas are located in close proximity to strongly reflecting
surfaces of photonic crystals and plasmonicmetals [31, 33, 38–40]. Thus, the definition of crosstalk cited above,
is adequate for nanoelectronics andwill be used in the remainder of the paper for conciseness.

The electromagnetic interference on the nanoscale due to the high density of componentsmay be
accompanied by the formation of an undesirable quantum entanglement, and as a consequence the qualitative
picture of crosstalkmay be dramatically changed. Being amechanismof quantum interference [3],
entanglement can produce a combined ‘electromagnetic-quantum’ crosstalk and induce long-distance and
long-living electrical correlations. Such a long-distance entanglement was experimentally observed in [15] on a
set of trapped ions at inter-ion separations that aremuch larger than thewavelength of the resonant transition.
As a result, an electric crosstalk becomes anomalously high even for rather weakmutualfield penetration. The
entanglementmanifestation in nanocircuits can be strongly influenced by various types of environmental
elements, e.g., resonant cavities [41] andwaveguides near cutoff [42]. Another significant external influence
might be due to the non-linear inter-circuit interactions, produced by strong additionalfields. Among such
effects are the laser induced dipole-dipole interactions [43], which correspond to the resonant inter-dipolar
interaction in any confined geometry. The role of these effects in nano-EMC can be dual. Depending on the
systemparameters, they are able to open additional unwanted channels of anomalous crosstalk. On the other
hand, they can provide promising tools for electromagnetic crosstalk suppression. Examples of both types will
be discussed below.

Consequently, in view of the electromagnetic-quantum crosstalk, classical EMCconcepts like coupling,
shielding, andmatching, should be reconsideredwith respect to nanodevices. For this reason, the conventional
EMC-language (electrical circuit theory) should be combinedwith quantummechanics and quantumoptics.
Different variants of circuit theory with respect to some types of nanodevices were recently discussed [22, 40, 44–
49]. For EMC-applications, we need a universal concept of nanocircuits that are composed ofmultiports of
various types. Such a conceptmay be developed on the basis of the theory of general susceptibilities [50, 51]. The
elements of admittancematrices belong to the class of kinetic coefficients, which obey general Onsager
symmetry rules [51] and are calculated via theKubo technique. Parameters such as an effective complex
admittance aremeasurable characteristics of nanoelements [48, 49]. Effects of decoherencemay be taken into
account through phenomenological models basing on the concept of quasi-discrete levels [52]with the values of
phase relaxation times taken from the experimental data [47, 53].

To illustrate these topics, we study in detail the crosstalk between two quantum emitters, e.g., quantumdots
(QD), polarmolecules, etc, in an electrical circuit. Speaking about a quantum emitter as an element of an
electrical circuit, wemean that it is placed between the ends of two nanoelectrodes, towhich it is strongly
capacitively coupled, see figure 1. The electrodes play the role of interconnects linking the quantum emitters
with the other elements of the circuit. The two quantum emitters are in entangled states and are directly coupled
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via the dipole-dipole (d-d) interaction, whereas the two pairs of electrodes are directly coupled capacitively. The
overall system is represented as an electrical two-port, and it is characterized in terms of its admittancematrix.
Wefind that the combination of the d–d interaction and the entanglement give rise to an anomalous crosstalk
between the two nanodevices.

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 an equivalent two-port of the two coupled quantum emitters
in entangled states is proposed. In section 3 the anomalous electromagnetic crosstalk arising from the
entanglement is investigated and comparedwith the classical case. Furthermore, an experimental setup is
proposed, to observe the anomalous electromagnetic crosstalk via entanglement in a systemwith a pair of
coupled lateral GaAs quantumdots. Summary and outlook are formulated in section 4.

2. Equivalent electrical two-port of a pair of quantumemitters in entangled states

Speaking of a quantum emitter as an element of an electrical circuit, wemean that it is placed between the ends of
two electrodes (figure 1), to which it is strongly capacitively coupled; a is the linear size of the quantum
confinement area of each quantum emitter and S is the distance between two emitters. Assuming strong
couplingmeans that the electric field surrounding the electrodes strongly penetrates the quantum emitter.
Therefore, absorption and spontaneous emission of the charge carrier (electron-hole pair, exciton, etc) from the
electrodes by the quantum emitter represents themainmechanismof its transition to the excited state and vice-
versa. From the qualitative point of view, this process appears as tunneling of the charge carriers through the
quantum emitter.

A quantum emitter has been proposed as an element of a spin qubit for quantum computing [36]. It
corresponds to a lateralQDof a heterostructure, with the confinement of a two-dimensional electron gas
produced by the electric gates on the surface. The electrostatic gates can, in addition, drive the electron dynamics
by an ac-potential, resulting in an ac-current excitation in theQD: the ac-current is produced by the quantum
interband transition between the valence and conduction bands. ThisQDmay be represented as a 2D-quantum
harmonic oscillator whose energy spectrum and eigenstates are described by the Fock–Darwinmodel [37]. In
the following, for brevity, we refer to the quantum emitter as an ‘atom’ regardless of its physical nature.

The equivalent electrical two-port for the system infigure 1 depends on its quantum state. Thefirst step
made byGreffet et al in [44] involves a single quantum emitter initially prepared in the ground state and placed
inside amicro-cavity or near a nano-antenna. In this section, wefirst review the one-portmodel proposed in
[44] for a single quantum emitter and thenwe generalize it to a systemof two quantum emitters in entangled
states coupled via the d-d interaction.

2.1. Single quantumemitter
By followingGreffet et al [44] the electromagnetic behavior of a single quantum emitter (figure 2(a)) is described
through a one-port element characterized by the ‘effective impedance’Ze(ω):Ze is the ratio between the voltage
V between the electrodes and the induced current I, both defined at the electrical ‘port’, i.e. the cross section
indicated infigure 2(b).We consider a two-level atomwith a ground state ∣g and an excited state ∣e
(figure 2(c)). Assuming a time dependence in the form exp(−iωt), we obtained the following effective impedance
for the atomprepared in the ground state ∣g (for details see appendix A):

Figure 1.Two quantum emitters in an electrical circuit: each emitter is capacitively coupled to an electrode pair throughwhich it is
connected to the circuit; a is the emitter radius and S is the distance between the electrode pairs.
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where ∣ ∣ is the dipolemoment of the transition,ω0 is the frequency of the transition, γ is the decay rate of
the excited level,Aeff is the effective area of quantum confinement and is the Planck constant. Thewidth of the
resonance linemay be efficiently controlled through the two electrodes (the Purcell-effect [54, 55]). The effective
impedance (1) is rewritten as:
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The equivalent one-port of the system composed of the atomand two electrodes is shown infigure 2(e), where
the impedance of the single emitter,Ze(ω), is put in parallel with the capacitance of the electrode pair,Ceg.

2.2. Two quantumemitters
The electromagnetic behavior of the system infigure 1 is described by representing the two quantum emitters
with the two pairs of electrodes as a two-port element; the sections where the ports are defined are indicated in
figure 3(a). The two quantum emitters are coupled via d-d interactions and interact with classical

Figure 2.A single quantum emitter coupled to two electrodes: (a) the quantum emitter is coupled capacitively to the two electrodes,
which drive the electron dynamics by an applied ac-voltage; (b) transverse section at which the electrical port is defined; (c) two-level
model of the quantum emitter; (d) equivalent RLC series one-port of the single quantum emitter; (e) equivalent impedance of the
emitter and electrodes: Ze is in parallel with the inter-electrode capacitance Ceg .
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monochromatic electromagnetic field { ( )}tE ERe exp i .0 The physicalmechanismof this coupling is via
the inter-atomic exchange by the virtual photon over the commonphotonic bath [21, 56–58].We assume that
the externalfield is adiabatically switched on at a sufficiently earlymoment of time and the system is initially
prepared in the ground state ∣g g,1 2 .

Assuming also that the system is asymptotically stable, the transient processes have completely decayed, and
the systemdynamics is reduced to stationary oscillations at the frequency of the externalfield. This system is
described by an effectiveHamiltonian ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆH H H H ,a dd int where ˆ ( ) ˆH i 2 2a j jz0 1,2

/ / is the

atomic component with ˆ jz being the inversion Paulimatrix for the j-th atom, and γ is the radiative decay rate of

the atomic transition. The second term, ˆ ( )( ˆ ˆ )H i 2 H.c. ,dd 12 1 2/ is the interatomic component,

whereΩ is the collective Lamb shift, γ12 is responsible for cooperative radiative decay, ˆ j are the creation-
annihilation operators for the excited state in the jth atom (see appendix B). The last term in theHamiltonian
describes the atom-field interaction and is given by ˆ ( )( ˆ ˆ )H e E

j j j jint 1,2
where Ej is thefield

value at the location of the j-th atom. Thefirst two components of the effectiveHamiltonian are non-Hermitian
due to the presence of radiative losses. The radiative losses do not lead to attenuation, but define thewidths of the
resonance lines.

Let us assume, that the system interacts with the external field in the regime ofweak coupling (the term Ĥint

should be considered as a small perturbation).Weak coupling (linear response) theory is based on the correct set
of zero-order states (eigenstates ofHamiltonian ˆ ˆ ˆH H H ,a dd satisfy the conditions of symmetry or anti-
symmetry). Themodel under consideration corresponds to the narrowbandweakfield and covers a large
number of practically interesting applications. In the broadband case, for example involving digital signals, the
resonance conditionsmay be fulfilled for a large number of quantum transitions andmay entangle the
corresponding quantum states, whereby the two-levelmodel becomes questionable. For strongfields, it is
necessary to account for the nonlinear coupling effects via harmonic generation, Rabi-oscillations [54, 55] etc,
thus, Kubo-approach breaks down.

Figure 3.Equivalent electric two-port for the system infigure 1: (a) definition of the two ports; (b) the four-levelmodel: ∣ ∣g g1 2 is the
doubly ground state, ∣ is the singly-excited symmetric (superradiant) state, ∣ is the singly-excited anti-symmetric (subradiant)
state, and ∣ ∣e e1 2 is the doubly excited state.
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The ‘singly excited states’ due to the entanglement and energy splitting are changed to theDicke states
[54, 55, 58]:

∣ (∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ) ( )e g e g
1

2
, 41 2 2 1

and

∣ (∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ) ( )e g e g
1

2
, 51 2 2 1

with respect to the eigen-states of the non-interacting atoms ∣ ∣e g1 2 and ∣ ∣g e .1 2 These appear in addition to the
ground ∣ ∣g g1 2 and doubly-excited ∣ ∣e e1 2 states, thus forming the four-level system represented infigure 3(b).
The state (4) corresponds to thewavefunction that is symmetric with respect to the transposition of the atoms,
and is referred to as the ‘superradiant’ state. The state (5)denotes the case of antisymmetric wavefunction and it
is named the ‘subradiant’ state [55].

Superradiant and subradiant states are different in terms of their resonance frequencies and decay rates
,12 where γ12 is given in appendix B (equation (B.8)). The resonance frequencies, ,0 are

split by the doubled value of the collective Lamb-shift [55] due to the d-d interaction,
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where ( ∣ ∣)r rcos ,2
12 12

2/ r12 is the inter-atomic radius vector, ∣ ∣r12 is the inter-atomic distance,
∣ ∣x cr ,0 12 / and c is the speed of light in vacuum.

Wenow characterize the two-port when the two-atom system, initially prepared in the ground state, is
excited by amonochromatic electromagnetic fieldwith frequency .0 The interaction process is described
by a three-levelV-model, inwhich only the transitions between the ground state, ∣g g1 2 and the aboveDicke
states (4), (5) are taken into account. The transition between the twoDicke states is forbidden and the transition
between the ground and the doubly excited state is disregarded because it is not resonant (the resonance
condition for this case is )2 .0 The three-levelV-model is valid also for the initial state in the formof an
arbitrary coherent superposition of superradiant and subradiant states in the regime of dipole blockade [59, 60].
The dipole blockade effect is defined as a strong d-d interaction of the two atoms in the ∣e e1 2 state. It is defined

via additional component in the d-dHamiltonian, which is ˆ ∣ ∣H e e e eDipole blockade 1 2 1 2 [59, 60]. This
interaction forces are of the Foerster origin and varywith inter-atomic distance as ∣ ∣r12

6 [59, 60]. It results in a
frequency shift δ of this doubly excited state, whereby the transitions to it from theDicke states become non-
resonant. The values of the frequency shift needed for the dipole blockade are sufficiently large to avoid resonant
interactionswith the ∣e e1 2 state. This effect was recently observed experimentally in [61, 62].

Two voltagesV1, 2 applied to ports 1 and 2 (see figure 3(a)) are identifiedwith the electric fieldsE1, 2, which
act on thefirst and second emitters. Such fields play the roles of ‘generalized forces’, and the corresponding
responses are identifiedwith the displacement currents I1, 2 (this physical picture corresponds to that in [44] for
single atom). Such currentsmay be related to voltagesV1, 2 by introducing an admittancematrix, which due to
the symmetry can bewritten as:

( )⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎛
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Here, the self andmutual elements are given by:
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where Ze are the equivalent one-port impedances for the superradiant (4) and subradiant (5) states, respectively.
Thus, such impedances are given by (1), with the proper values of the resonance frequencies, , and
decoherences , corresponding to such two states (the detailed derivation of (8) is given in appendix B).

Relation (7) characterizes the two-port composed of two atoms in entangled state and interacting by the d-d
interaction: it expresses the general relations between atom-field parameters. Themutual coupling expressed by
the off-diagonal terms is a result of the quantum correlations, due the combination of the entanglement and d-d
interaction, whose physicalmeaning becomes clear if one considers theDicke-states ∣ as excitons [63].
Indeed, the excitons in optical crystals [64] represent the electron-hole entangled states produced via the d-d
interactions [5–13, 64]. Thus, the generalizedOhm’s law in form (7)manifests the existence of excitons in
electrical circuits. The non-locality in this case is analogous to the spatial dispersion in crystals [64].
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The admittancematrix elements (8) characterize such conventionalmeasure of entanglement as theVon
Neumann entropy [65]. To show it, let us consider the excitation of the atompair by the voltageV1 applied to the
first port. Due to the resonance condition ,0 only one of the two atomsmay be excitedwith corresponding
probability p1, 2, while another one appears in the ground state. As a result, corresponding currents will be
induced in both ports. TheVonNeumann entropy of the excited state is defined as

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )H p p p plog log 9V N 1 1 2 2

where

( ) ∣ ( )∣
∣ ( )∣ ∣ ( )∣

( )p
Y

Y Y
a10s

s m
1

2

2 2

and

( ) ∣ ( )∣
∣ ( )∣ ∣ ( )∣

( )p
Y

Y Y
b10m

s m
2

2

2 2

(for the proof of (10)—see appendix C). TheVonNeumann entropy in accordance with (9), (10a, b) is strongly
dependent on frequency. At the resonant frequencies ofDicke states and ,wehave

( ) ( )p p 0.5,1 2 and ( )H 1.0,V N which correspond to themaximal entanglement of the excited
state. Far from superradiant and subradiant resonances ( )H 0,V N which corresponds to the total
disentanglement of the excited state.

3. Anomalous electromagnetic crosstalk via entanglement

In general, EMCproblems are associatedwith undesirablemutual influence (coupling) between circuit
elements. On themacroscale, the crosstalk noise between two circuit elements is a classical electromagnetic
phenomenon, as a result of the EM-field penetration fromone element into the other (and vice-versa).When the
interaction ismainly due to the electric (magnetic)field penetration, the coupling is of capacitive (inductive)
nature and is characterized by the effectivemutual capacitances (inductances) [26–28]. At the nanoscale level,
unusual crosstalkmechanismsmay appear.

Before starting our analysis, let us dwell on the validity of the network concept. In general, lumped circuits
are defined as systems all of whose components aswell as the system as awhole are small compared to the
wavelength (electrically small) [66, 67]. In this case, the field retardation is negligibly small. The electric and
magnetic fields are confined inside the capacitors and inductors, respectively. Such elements are characterized by
the primary parameters, which are variable independently, and every componentmay be even deleted from the
circuit. On the other hand, validity of the equivalent circuit concept is not limited by the requirement of the
small electrical size. This concept was formulated formicrowavewaveguides [68], cavities [68] and antennas [69]
beyond the limitation of small electrical size. In our case, the equivalent circuitmodel can serve for both analysis
and understanding of the electrical response of the quantum system.Here, equivalent currents excite the
physical EM-fields in the spatial regions of interest. The problem is in correct definition and calculation of the
effective parameters. In the case of electrically small systems, the parameter values are calculated via boundary-
value problems of electrostatics ormagnetostatics [66]. Formore general cases, different heuristic and numerical
techniques have been developed [66–69]. In principle, effective parametersmay be found from experimental
data. In such cases, effective inductances, capacitances and resistances are secondary parameters, which are not
independent. As an example, consider themodel of the atomdiscussed in the section 2.1 of this paper: the
atomic primary parameters are the transition frequency andmatrix element of dipolemoment, while effective
parameters are coupled, as follows from (3), by relations C L ,e e0

2 1 Re=γLe and, thus not independently
variable.

3.1. Crosstalk analysis
Let us consider the two quantum emitters analyzed in the previous section.We assume that one of them is
‘active’, i.e., it is connected to a voltage sourceV0 through the corresponding electrode pair, henceV1=V0, and
the other is ‘passive’, for instance, the right end electrodes are left open (i.e., I2=0). Let us define as crosstalk
noise the voltage across the ‘passive’ emitter, i.e. ∣V V .XT I2 02

In contrast to classical EMC results, such a
crosstalk is due both to classical electromagnetic coupling [24–26] and to the entanglement via the d-d
interaction between the two atoms, i.e. quantum correlation.

To examine the role of the quantum correlation in the crosstalk phenomenonwe have to take also into
account the direct capacitive coupling between the two pairs of electrodes. To this end, we represent the overall
system, i.e., the two coupled quantum emitters togetherwith the two electrode pairs, through the equivalentπ-
type two-port depicted infigure 4. The contributions from the electrodes are taken into account though the
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capacitanceCeg at each port (like that infigure 2(e)), and by an inter-electrode capacitance,CLR, i.e. the
capacitance between the two pairs of electrodes. Then, using (7) in classical synthesis formulas for aπ-type two-
port, it is easy to compute the element admittances infigure 4.

( )
( )

( ) ( ) ( )

Y
Z

C

Y Y C

1
i ,

i . 11

a
e

eg

b m LR

Only the super-radiantmode contributes to the admittanceYa, whileYb depends on both the super-radiant and
sub-radiantmodes. Two differentmechanisms contribute to the admittanceYb: the capacitive coupling
associated in (11)with the capacitanceCLR and the quantum correlation between the two atoms, represented by
the termYm.

Let us note that the load characteristics are very important in the crosstalk analysis. One of themain
advantages of the developed technique is its independence of the type of the load. The electrodes on the right-
hand-side of theπ-type two-port depicted infigure 4 are left opened. An arbitrary linear load aswell as the
crosstalk areamay be described by the admittancematrix. The total admittancematrix can be found as a product
of the (normally ordered) partial admittancematrices [66]. The choice of the load allows to suppress or enhance
the crosstalk level.

The crosstalk voltageVXT is given by

( ) ( ) ( )
( ( ) ( ))

( ) ( )V
Y Y

Y Y
V

1
, 12XT

b a

b a
0

/

/

therefore the amplitude ofVXT is strictly related to the admittance ratioYb/Ya.
The twoDicke-states are characterized by different resonance frequencies, line-widths, and oscillation

amplitudes, therefore, they can be excited separately. If and the inequality ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣Z Ze e
1 1 is

fulfilled, and the contribution of the super-radiantmode toYm becomes dominant. In contrast, results
in ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣Z Ze e

1 1 and the sub-radiantmode prevails. Therefore, for and ,wehave
∣ ( )∣Y Am

2
eff/ and themechanism that determines the crosstalk depends on the value of the ratio

r C C2 .e LR0 0/ For r 1, both the capacitive and quantum correlation couplings are important, whilst for
r 1, the quantum correlation contribution prevails (and vice-versa for )r 1 .Let us consider the case
r 1,where ∣ ( )∣ ∣ ( )∣Y Y .b m Then according to (12), ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣V V0.5XT 0 for the super-radiantmode if

∣ ( )∣C Y ,eg m and ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣V VXT 0 for the sub-radiantmode if ∣ ( )∣C Yeg m .
To keep our analysis general, we do not dwell on the specific shape of the electrodes and describe their effects

in the crosstalk analysis via effective parameters of lumped components. However, the electrode shapes can
significantly affect the distribution of the electromagnetic field. Also, at the frequencies involved, the length of
interconnects becomes crucial. The experiment setup analysis should include propagation and transmission line
effects on the interconnects, as well asmatching, reflections, etc. To account for this effects, it is possible to
consider each electrode as a segment of amicrostrip line with quasi-TEMmode [68] and apply awell-developed
technique [68] for the effective parameter calculation. The relevant inhomogeneities in themicrostrip linesmay
be used as a framework for the analysis of inter-electrode coupling (for example, the coupling associatedwith the
capacitanceCLRmay be considered as a gap in themicrostrip line [68]).

Ignoring the substrate effect is an additional approximationwhich has beenmade to simplify (6) for the
Lamb shift. To account for the substrate influence, one can replace the free space dipole field by thefield of the
dipole located above the planar boundary of the dielectric [70]. In general, suchfield is rather complicated, but

Figure 4.Equivalent symmetricπ two-port of the pair of quantum emitters and electrodes shown infigure 3(a):
( )Y Z Cia e eg

1 and Y Y Ci ,b m LR where CLR is the capacitance between the two pairs of electrodes.
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may be simplified in the quasistatic limit ( )k r 112 [70]. In this case, the Lamb shift approximately reads
( ) ( ) ∣ ∣r2 1 3 cos 1 ,2 2

0
2

12
3/ where ε is the relative permittivity of the substrate. The Lamb shift

depends on the distance between the two atoms and decreases as the distance increases. Nevertheless, the above
behavior of the crosstalk voltage only depends on the key requirement , hencewemay have a strong
crosstalk even for large interatomic distances. On the other hand, in the classical crosstalkmechanism (if we
disregard the quantum correlation contribution to the crosstalk), the electromagnetic field penetration from
one port to the other does not couple the atomicmodes and strongly decreases with the interatomic distance: the
value of admittanceYamay strongly exceed that ofYb.

If the impedances Ze become comparable, the amplitude of the coupling admittanceYm becomes small and
the quantum correlation contribution to the crosstalk becomes negligible. In the limit of zero Lamb-shift (6), the
impedances Ze and Ze become equal and, as a result, the quantum correlation contribution to the crosstalk
completely vanishes. Thus, the direct ways of anomalous crosstalk suppression are: (i) increasing the inter-
atomic distance to achieve d-d quenching; (ii) artificial broadening of the atomic spectral lines via the
introduction of additional losses (Q-factor degradation). These obvious ways are usually unsuitable from the
nano-EMCpoint of view. The spatial separation assumes the availability of free space, which is not the case in
many nanodevices. Decreasing theQ-factor oftenmeans the EMCproblem is solved at the expense of their
functional performance. Thus, it is important to develop special tools for the d-d suppression via the control of
photonic density of states in the interatomic areas. As one of the striking examples, one can note the resonant
photon exchange by atomic pairs in high-Q cavities, which has been considered in [41]. The atomic pair
resonantly interacting with a high-Q cavitymodewas considered in [41] as a set of threemutually coupled
excited states (in contrast with two such states for the case of free space). It was shown, that the strong
interference between the symmetric and anti-symmetric states (4), (5) leads to the single-atom states decoupling
and corresponds to the suppression of interatom excitation transfer. Thus, the resonant interaction of the
atomic pair with the virtual photons of high-Q cavitymode [41]may be considered as one of the promising tools
for nano-device EMCdecoupling. Coupling of a pair of distant atoms via awaveguide below cutoff [42]may be
considered as an alternative approach for the suppression of the unwanted quantum crosstalk. No guiding
photonmodes exist in this case for interatomic exchange, thus the quantum component of electromagnetic
crosstalkwill be strongly suppressed in accordance with (8).

As predicted in [42], if initially only one atom is excited, we get a periodic exchange of the excitation between
the atoms at a rate ofΩ, which temporallymodulates the interatomic entanglement. This physicalmechanism is
able tomanifest itself in the regime of free oscillations. Let us consider a pair of the single atomic nanodevices
coupled via the d-d interaction. Assuming that only thefirst atom is initially excited, the single atom functions
are ∣ ∣ ∣A e B g ,1 1 1 ∣ ∣g ,2 2 whereA,B are given probability amplitudes satisfying the
normalization condition. The collective dynamics of the system are described by (B.4),(B.5). The exchange of the
excitation [42] leads to a parasitic amplitudemodulation of the observable currents ( )I t1,2 described by

( )
( )

( )
( ) ( )⁎~

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟
⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

I t
I t

AB
t
t

i e
cos
i sin

c.c ., 13t1

2

i 0

0

0

This phenomenon is undesirable from the EMCpoint of view, because it produces unwanted additional spectral
components. This transient process will be attenuated due to spontaneous emission, but the decay value

12 is rather weak due to the presence of the subradiant component in the collective state of the
system (see (B.8)).

3.2. Anomalous crosstalk in lateral GaAs double quantumdot
Herewe discuss a possible experiment designed to verify the concept of the anomalous electromagnetic crosstalk
via entanglement developed above. In the optical range, we can use the lateral GaAs double quantumdot (DQD)
within the two-dimensional electron gas of anAlGaAs/GaAs heterostructure with gold formetal electrodes,
which has been proposed in [36] as a singlet-triplet qubit for quantum computing. The quantum interdot
interaction in aDQD is produced by the exchange interaction, leading to a dipole-dipole entanglement of the
ground and excited states [36]. The diode lasermay be used for excitation as an external voltage source. The
exchange interaction is controlled by varying the barrier height.

The experiment consists of the verification of the appearance of an ac-current in one of theQDs, denoted as
‘passive’, produced via entanglement by an ac-voltage source connected to the otherQD, denoted as the ‘active’
one. The detection of this currentmay be performed bymeans of the emission of a nanoantenna attached to the
passiveQD. The ac-current is produced by the coherent dipole transitions in theDQDbetween the valence and
conduction bands.

As pointed out above, the equivalent two-portmodel developed in section 2 accounts for both coupling via
entanglement between the atomic states and the classical capacitive coupling. To demonstrate the quantum
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contribution to the crosstalk, entanglement needs to dominate over the capacitive coupling, which can occur
subject to some key requirements.

Themaximum contribution of quantum entanglement to the electromagnetic crosstalk is reachedwhen the
splitting of super-radiant and sub-radiant spectral lines exceeds their width, that is, 2Ω (given by (6)), must be
sufficiently large compared to the linewidths, 2 .This condition is satisfied in the experimental
configuration proposed in [71], where 2 10 Hz.0

14/ Indeed for twoQDs separated by aGaAs barrier, the
level splitting of the 1.26 eV line ( )3 10 Hz14 is 0.04 eV (i.e., )2 2 10 Hz ,13/ while the decay time at
T=60 K is on the order of few picoseconds [72], which corresponds to a line-width of 3 10 Hz.11 The
linear dimension of the confinement area of the quantumdots is a 50 80 nm.An approximate value of the

transition dipolemoment is: c3 0
3

0
3/ [55].We consider the resonance with the superradiantmode,

hence .0 The ratio of the two components in (8) is given by ∣ ( )∣ ∣ ( )∣Z Z 4 10 ,e e
2/ /

which guarantees the desired value of spectral line splitting (thefirst key requirement).
The equivalent circuit of the proposed experimental setup is presented in thefigure 5: the two-port of

figure 4 is augmentedwith the radiation impedance of a nanoantennaZA and the internal impedance of the
voltage sourceZS. These two impedances possibly include the impedances of nano-interconnects to be used to
connect these two elements to the two-port. Here, we have introduced the following effective coupling
parameters, ( )L C 2 ,eff

2
e

1/ ( )C L2 ,eff
2

e
1 and R R2 .eff e

The second key requirement is that at the resonance frequencyω+ the crosstalk in theDQDvia the quantum
entanglement should dominate over the capacitive coupling between theQDs, which is true if the interatomic
distance S is sufficiently large. At the resonance frequency, the coupling admittance is given by Y R1 .m eff/

Therefore for an inter-atomic distance of 400 nm [36], we have C 10 FLR
16 [36], which is low enough to

satisfy ( ∣ ∣)C R4 ,LR eff0
1 i.e., to satisfy the second requirement. The crosstalk amplitude ismaximized if

C RLR e
1 (typically C 10 Feg

16 [73]).
Under these conditions, figure 6 presents the amplitude of the transfer function, H V V ,out in/ defined as

the ratio between the voltageV Vout 2 exciting the antenna (assuming ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣)Z Z CiA e eg
1 1 and the voltage

V Vin 1 supplied by the voltage source. The considered values for the parameters are given in thefigure 6
caption. The presence of a strong resonance peak around the transition frequency f 2 1.05 10 Hz14/
is evident.

A similar experiment can also be performed atmicrowave frequencies using the exchangemechanism,
which leads to entanglement both in the spin and the orbital parts of theDQDwave function [36]. The ac-
current is produced by the coherent dipole quantum transitions in theDQDbetween the lowest energy state and
the state that features one electron in thefirst excited orbital state. The allowed dipole transitions are between the
states with identical spin parts of thewave function (singlet, or triplet ones) and correspond to

2 30 GHz.0/ In the low temperature regime (30 mK<T<1 K), typical experimental values of the decay
time are relatively large ( )1 200 s [36, 73], thus likewise guaranteeing the fulfillment of the key requirements
for the experimental implementation of the quantum crosstalk.

Let us note that the nanoantenna infigure 5 is represented by a parallel equivalent load in contrast to the
series load in [44], but in agreement with [74]. The reason of such a discordance is the use of different definitions

Figure 5.The equivalent circuit of the proposed experimental setup to observe anomalous crosstalk. A pair of two identical ‘QD
+gates’ are connected on the left-side to an external voltage source and on the right-side to a nanoantenna.Here,Zs represents the
source impedance (possibly including the contribution of a nano-interconnect), andZA represents the nanoantenna radiation
impedance (possibly including the impedance of a nano-interconnect). The twoQDs are coupled via quantum entanglement and
capacitive electric coupling and aremodeled as infigure 4. The signal produced by the voltage sourcewill be emitted through the
antenna andmeasured by an external photodetector.
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of antenna as an electronic device. Classically, antenna is defined as a device that transforms the near-field of the
source to the free far-field (and vice-versa). Itmeans that the sourcewithout antenna is assumed to be non-
radiative. On the other hand, the external source in [44] is defined as a radiative dipole, while the antenna
corresponds to the dipole environment, which enhances the radiation via scattering. Of course, the
characteristic antenna impedances are given by variousways.We follow here the classical antenna theory [69]
and use the Thévenin equivalent circuit.

Various types of optical nano-antennas have been developed for a variety of applications (for reviews—see,
for example [31, 38–40]). For our purposes, aQD embedded in a top-down fabricated semiconductor nanowire
antenna, recently implemented in [75] appears particularly promising. Such antenna composed of a segment of
nanowirewaveguide of diameter dwith the fundamentalEH11mode ending in a conical taper introduced to
allow adiabatical transition of the confinedmode into a planewave in free space. The design goals are to optimize
both the coupling of theQDemission into the fundamentalmode of the nanowire and the far-field radiation
efficiency, defined in [75] as the ratio of power collected by an objective lens to the total power emitted from the
QD.A normalized nanowire diameter (d/λ) of 0.235was found to optimally funnel theQD emission into the
antenna. For the optimal openning angle of the conical tapering, the efficiency reached η>50%.

Negative inductance/capacitancemay be considered as a positive frequency dependent effective
capacitance/inductance, respectively (see, for example, [29, 40]). Following [76], we can also consider the
effective inductance/capacitance as a so-called left-handedmediumwith both permittivity and permeability
being negative (Veselago-medium [77]). The negative resistance of the coupling element does not contradict the
thermodynamic equilibrium. As noted by Schrödinger [1], thewhole system can be less uncertain than either of
its entangled parts. Thismeans that thewhole equivalent circuit is better specified than its elements. Thus, the
negative resistance of a circuit elementmeans that there is a special type of energy transfer inside the system, not
supplied fromoutside. The appearance of negative resistance strongly contradicts the intuitive concepts of
classical crosstalk, where the coupling channel of electromagnetic nature is represented by passive elements only
[26–28].

It is important to note that the novelmechanismof crosstalk considered above is relevant only if the system is
coherent (the coherent behavior for the states (4), (5)means that the probability tofind one of the atoms in the
ground/excited state is equal to the probability offinding another in the opposite state). In general, if the system
in the excited state is left unperturbed, it evolves to the ground state due to the couplingwith its environment
(described as a bath) and loses its coherence and entanglement [65]. Such evolution is characterized by
decoherence rate [65]). In contrast with digital processes in quantum informatics [65], we consider linear
stationary oscillations supported by the externalfield. Therefore, the effect of decoherencemanifests itself in the
frequency properties of the admittancematrix (B.6) via Fourier integration in equation (B.1). The systemdoes
not lose its coherence, because it is continuouslymaintained by the externalfield (as a result, the VonNeumann
entropy (9) is time independent). The effect of decoherence exhibits itself in the broadening of the spectral lines
in equation (B.6) and in frequency dependence of theVonNeumann entropy. In this sense, the coherence
corresponds to the ability to excite two spectral lines in the admittancematrix independently (the interline split

Figure 6.The amplitude of the transfer function for the proposed experimental setup, assuming a 80 nm, S 400 nm,
f 1.05 10 Hz,14 3 10 Hz,11 1.6 10 Cm,26 C C 10 FLR eg

16 .
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exceeds their widths). As discussed above, this condition, i.e. , is practically achievable in currently
realizable doubleQDs.

4. Summary and outlook

In this paper we have shown that an anomalous electromagnetic crosstalkmay arise from the simultaneous
existence of the electromagnetic interaction and quantum entanglement at the nanoscale. Themain conclusions
of the paper are as follows:

(1) As an efficient theoretical framework for nano-EMC analysis, the theory of electric circuits with quantum
emitters (atoms)was proposed. For bridging the classical electric circuit theorywith the quantum theory of
nano-objects, the atoms inside nano-devices were described by their effective admittances. The effective
admittance, classical in formbut essentially of a quantumnature, is defined as a general susceptibility and
calculated using theKubo-technique. In order to account for decoherence the concept of effective
Hamiltonian [21, 56, 57]was used, with the decoherence rates taken from experimental data;

(2) To illustrate the general concept, we have analyzed in detail the electromagnetic crosstalk between two
identical electrical circuits, with identical two-level atoms in entangled states coupled via d-d interactions.
The systemwas described in terms of an equivalent symmetric two-port. It was shown that the combination
of entanglement and d-d interactions (quantum correlation) enables to change dramatically the physical
picture of the crosstalk. In particular, in contrast with classical crosstalk [23–25], the excitation produced in
one of the portsmay be redistributed in equal parts between both of the ports, in spite of the rather small
inter-atomic interaction, due to the quantum correlation;

(3) Depending on the specifics of the problem under consideration, one of the two mentioned mechanisms of
crosstalk (classical electromagnetic crosstalk and quantum correlation)may be dominant or the twomay be
comparable. Control and suppression of the two types of crosstalk will require application of substantially
different nano-EMC techniques. Thus, both of them should be taken into account a-priori in
nanoelectronic design;

(4) A possible experimental implementation of the anomalous crosstalk via entanglement in the optical range
has been proposed, based on a lateral GaAs double quantumdot.

Ourwork suggests a number of follow-up studies: (i) it is important to extend our consideration for other
mechanisms of interatomic coupling and quantum entanglement (tunneling, spin-spin interactions, dissipative
coupling via the common reservoir [78], noise coupling [79], etc), which allow the electromagnetic crosstalk of
especially non-electromagnetic origin; (ii) it is important to investigate the equivalent circuits formulti-level and
initially pumped quantum structures; (iii) it is important to account for decoherence using the theory of open
quantum systems [80] (non-Markovian coupling of the system to the quantumbath [81, 82]).
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AppendixA. Effective admittance of a single two-level atom

Let us consider the interaction of a disk-like quantumdotwith a classicalmonochromatic electric field
{ ( )}tE ERe exp i .0 The ground and excited eigenstates are denoted by ∣g and ∣e , respectively. The

eigenstates for disk-like atom configuration are given by the Fock–Darwinmodel (2D-harmonic oscillator) [37]:
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where x and y are the planeCartesian coordinates with the origin in the disk center, l m ,0 eff/ ω0 is the
frequency of the harmonic oscillator andmeff is an effectivemass. Two excited states ∣ex y, are degenerate in
energy and defined in (A.1) to ensure orthogonality. The dipolematrix element between ∣g and ∣e states is

l2 4 .x y / It is independent of the direction in xy-plane due to the rotational symmetry of disk

QD. Thus, we denote with Ĥa the atomHamiltonian andwith Ĥint the interactionHamiltonian:
ˆ ( )( ˆ )H i 2 2 ;a z0 / / ˆ ˆ ( )H e Ee ,int where ˆ ˆ ˆ with ˆ ∣ ∣e g and ˆ ∣ ∣g e , e is
a unit vector in the xy-plane directed along the electric field.

We assume that the atom is initially prepared in the ground state, ∣ ( ) ∣g0 .An effective voltage is then
defined as ( )V a e E2 ,where 2a is the linear size of the quantum confinement area. The effective current is
defined as ( )I ae pi 2 ./ Taking into account that ( )p E,0 whereα(ω)is the polarizability and ε0 is
the vacuum-space permittivity, we can express the effective atom admittance as follows:

( ) ( )
( )

( ) ˆ ( ) ˆ ( ) ˆ ( ) ˆ ( ) ( )Y
I

V a A
S S S S

i

4 2
e 0 0 d , A.2e

t0
2

2

eff 0

i

whereAeff is the quantum confinement area.Here, the angle bracketsmean the averaging over the ground state,
whereas ˆ ( )S represents the operator ˆ in the interaction representation,

ˆ ( ) ˆ ( ) ˆ ˆ ( ) ( )S U U A.3T

where

ˆ ( ) ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ( )ˆ ( )U t g g e ee e A.4H t ti i i 2a 0/ /

By using this relation, we obtain:

ˆ ( ) ˆ ( ) ˆ ( ) ˆ ( ) ˆ ( ) ( )S S S S0 0 2i sin e , A.5z
t

0
2/

where ˆz is the inversion operator, ˆ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣e e g g .z The next step is the substitution of (A.5) into (A.2) and
the integration over τ. After a simple integration, we obtain the atom admittance

( )
( )

( )Y
Z A

1
i

1 2

i
. A.6e

e eff

2
0

0
2 2

The decoherence values for preliminary estimationsmay be taken from experimental data [47, 72, 75, 83].

Appendix B. Effective admittancematrix for the pair of atomswith d-d interaction

Let us now consider the quantum transitions stimulated by the classicalmonochromatic electric field
{ ( )}tE ERe exp i0 in the system composed of a pair of two-level disk-like quantumdots with dipole-

dipole coupling (e.g.,figure 1). The oscillations appear between the ground state ∣ ∣ ∣g g g1 2 and both super-
radiant and sub-radiant Dicke-states ∣ given by (5).We have assumed that externalfield is off resonant with
the transition between the ground state and the double excited state, ∣ ∣ ∣e e e ,1 2 that is, .0 As initial
conditionwewill consider the ground state ∣g .Within the framework of theKubo approach, the electric fields
applied to both oscillators play the role of generalized perturbative forces, whereas the roles of the generalized
responses are played by the induced dipolemoments. The elements of the effective admittancematrices are
given by

( ) ˆ ( ) ˆ ( ) ˆ ( ) ˆ ( ) ( )Y
A

S S S S
2

e 0 0 d , B.1mn
t

n m m n

2

eff 0

i

wherem, n=1, 2; the angle brackets alwaysmean the averaging over the ground state. The operators ˆ ( )Sn

represent the operator ˆ ˆ ˆn n n in the interaction representation, ˆ ∣ ∣e g ,n n n ˆ ∣ ∣g e ,n n n

ˆ ( ) ˆ ( ) ˆ ˆ ( ) ( )S U U B.2n
T

n

and

ˆ ( ) ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ( )( ˆ ˆ ) ( ) ( )U t g ge e e B.3H H t t ti i i 2 i i 2a dd / / /
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The frequencies are separated by the collective Lamb shift (6), being the decoherences of superradiant and
subradiantmodeswith the ground state, respectively. Using the equalities ˆ ∣g 0,i ˆ ∣ ∣g e g, ,1 1 2

ˆ ∣ ∣g g e, ,2 1 2 ˆ ∣ ∣e e, 2 ,1 1 2 / ˆ ∣ ∣e e, 2 ,2 1 2 / ˆ ∣ ∣g 21 / and
ˆ ∣ ∣g 2 ,2 / we obtain

ˆ ( ) ˆ ( ) ( ) ˆ ( ) ( )S S S1 B.4n s
n

a

where

ˆ ( ) (∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ )

ˆ ( ) (∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ) ( )

S g g

S g g

1

2
e e e ,

1

2
e e e . B.5

s
t

a
t

i i 2

i i 2

/

/

By substituting (B.5) into (B.1) and integrating (in a similar way as done in appendix A), we obtain:

( ) ( )( )
( ) ( )

( )
A A

Y
i

i
1 1
1 1

i

i
1 1
1 1

, B.6
2

eff
2 2

2

eff
2 2

As a consequence, we obtain

( ) ( )( )
( ) ( )

( )
Z Z

Y
1

2
1 1
1 1

1

2
1 1
1 1

, B.7
e e

where the impedances Ze are given by (1), by using the proper values of the resonance frequencies, , and of
the decay rates of the excited levels, , corresponding to the superradiant and subradiantmodes respectively.
The values are given by 12 [55], where and are the spontaneous emission rate and the
dephasing rate, respectively, and
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x

x
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2

sin sin cos
cos

3 sin 3 cos sin
, B.812 3 3

2
3 2

where all symbols are defined after (6) (see section 2).
The decay rate for preliminary estimationswas taken from experimental data [47, 72, 75, 83]. For example,

the dephasingmeasurements of the excitonic ground-state transition in a InGaAs/GaAs quantumdots were
made in [83] using a highly sensitive four-wavemixing technique. Thewidth andweight of the zero-phonon line
in the homogeneous line shape are inferred from themeasured polarization decay. The time evolution of the
polarization amplitude of an individual resonance, i.e., themicroscopic dephasing, ismonitored by the time-
integrated photon echo as a function of the delay time between the exciting pulses. Themeasurements have been
implemented in the temperature range from5 K to 120 K. After the initial non-exponential decay over a few
picoseconds, a long exponential decay of the polarizationwas observedwith a dephasing time inversely
proportional to thewidth of the zero-phonon line. The experimental values of the decay rates corresponding to
the pure dephasing via exciton-acoustic phonon interactions varied in the range of 0.1–100 μeV [83]. The
radiative spectral linewidths aremeasurable via non-resonant photo-luminescence spectroscopy, and their
values are of the same order ofmagnitude [75].

AppendixC.Derivation of equation forVonNeumann entropy

In this appendixwewill express the conditional probabilities p1,2 tofind the atoms 1, 2 in the excited state given
that one of the atoms has been excited, in terms of the conductivitymatrix (B.7). As follows from the definition
of such conditional probabilities, the normalization condition p p 11 2 is fulfilled. Let us consider the
temporal dynamics of the four-level system in theweak electromagnetic field depicted infigure 3. For simplicity,
wewill omit the decay rate in the intermediate calculations and introduce it again only at the final step. Such
process, in general, may be described by thewavefunction

∣ ( ) ( )∣ ∣ ( )∣ ( )∣ ( )∣ ∣ ( )t C t g g C t C t C t e e C.1g e1 2 1 2

where ( ) ( )C t C t,g e, are unknowns. Let us assume that the systemhas been initially prepared in the ground
state, thus the initial conditions are

( ) ( )C 0 1 C.2g

( ) ( ) ( )C C0 0 0 C.3e

As it was shown in the appendix B, in theweak coupling limit that the value ( )C te is of the second order with
respect to the coupling factor and thereforemay be omitted. For the amplitude of the ground state probability we
have approximately ( )C t 1.g As a result, for the probability amplitudes of theDicke-states we obtain from
Schrödinger equation
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( ) ( ) ( )C

t
C

td

d
i

i cos

2
C.4R R1 2

where R1,2 are Rabi-frequencies of thefirst and second atoms, respectively, which are proportional to the
external voltagesV .1,2 The forced oscillations component is

( ) ( ) ( )
⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟C t

2 2

e e
C.5R R

t t
1 2

i i

Let us assume that the voltage is applied only to the atom1,while atom2 is free ( V 0R2 2 ). As follows
from (B.6), the decay ratemay be accounted by replacing i .2 2 2 2 As a result, (C.5)may
be simplified to

( ) ( )
⎜ ⎟⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

C t
2 2

e

i
2

C.6R
t

1
i

Thewave-functionmay be rewritten in the nextmore convenient form:

∣ ( ) ∣ ∣ ( )∣ ∣ ( )∣ ∣ ( )t g g D g D ge e e e , C.7t t
1 2 1 1 2

i
2 1 2

i

where ( ) ( ( ) ( )) ( )D C t C t C Ye 2 2 ,t
s m1,2

i
0 ,/ C aA V i 2 .0 eff 1 0/ The required probabil-

ities are given by ∣ ∣ (∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ )p D D D ,1,2 1,2
2

1
2

2
2 1 which gives (10a, b). It is important to note, that theVon

Neumann entropy (9) is defined only for the squared absolute values ∣ ( )∣Y ,s m,
2 whichmeans that this value is

averaged over the externalfield oscillations.
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